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there is no standard pattern for the syllabus and exam. it all depends upon the
requirement of the police department as well as the experience of the cid
officer. so it is hard to prepare such a syllabus for you. only a qualified cid

officer could possibly prepare such a syllabus. so you should be prepared to
study from any source or from your own study. with the government of india

releasing the syllabus for the 2017 - 2018 examination format, its a good time
to prepare well for the exam. we have also provided the cid exam preparation
guide for you to read more about it. few important topics of cid syllabus are

mentioned below. the primary purpose of the cid is to solve criminal cases, so
its mostly criminal, civil and investigative in nature. cid officials are expected to
have a good knowledge of investigation, the criminal process, criminal law and

law enforcement. so the cid exam syllabus mainly covers the above topics.
there are many other topics which are covered in the syllabus, which are very

useful for you to learn. you can read about it below. the language section of the
cid exam is more in the nature of interpreting an article or note. so you have to
read the article and reply with the meaning. it will give you an opportunity to
practice your language to understand what exactly you are reading in the cid
exam. you can expect some questions from the competence section of the cid
exam. such types of questions test your abilities. so you need to go deep into
the question, there are few in number but those are different. nowadays, in
order to assess the performance in exam, many cid exam paper questions

covers the aspect of critical thinking. so you need to make an informed decision
and justify it. there are very few questions of this type, they are generally

objective type. so you need to understand the types of questions, the type of
type in which such questions are asked and you should also have some practice

in such types of questions.
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the site is updated regularly with new delhi police constable old papers and
videos. we hope you find this resource useful for your preparation. police
constable syllabus best preparation tool for cid and si exam. this is for all

students who are preparing for police constable jobs. police constable syllabus
free download pdf in hindi only those who are interested in government jobs
like head constable, assistant commissioner, inspector, sub inspector, and

many others to download the updated exam syllabus pdf. also you can find the
latest exam pattern pdf of dcap exam along with the question papers. this site

has also provided the police constable exam papers and police examination
papers for various exam in india. it will help you to crack the police constable

exam. we are working continuously to provide this information. so you can
bookmark our site and get back easily. well, this is how you can crack cid exam.

previous year paper is available for download. previous years papers of the
constable and senior constable examination are conveniently available for all

the aspirants. delhi police constable previous years papers for dsp exam
answer keys for patna sho exam are available. click on the link below. previous

years papers of the constable and senior constable examination are
conveniently available for all the aspirants. delhi police constable exam prep
practice set is ready for download. the set of previous years paper of delhi

police constable exam is prepared in the syllabus pattern of the examination. it
contains basic learning materials to polish your writing skills. to practice in the
artificial environment, you need to download the practice paper and solve all

the questions of the syllabus pattern of the examination. 5ec8ef588b
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